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by Robert P. Allen

It has been more than 20 years since the publication, of the National
. Audubon So'c iety 1 s research report on the Roseate Spoonbill (~ ~ ajaja)
in ~December 1942*.
.

The main objective of the intensive, field . studi~s
.

· that were conducted in Florida,.· Louisiana and Texas in 1939-41-was ,- to
find · the means for increasing the · numbers of this ·colorful species .that •°;'i•,hfcl-.,..,r"',;.~~"'·
•

~

nests
range.

•

'1

the United ' States -~t the extreme northern periphery of ·its ._

Obviously, the passage of two decades should. be ample time in

which to ·obtain at least some . conclusive results, good or bad, and it
is the purpose
of the .present.rreview to summarize ·and evaluate what . has
'
.
.
hap~ed to the .spoonbills.f s~ce:1942 •
. Ini~ally -this was .to ,•hay-e .-been simply a -special report . on the ·
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·. history. and ~ent status . of :the. ~ Sanctuary in ·eastern.· Floriqa ·, 1:... _.
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Bay, but as , the data for .such •a -; report ✓,as .as·semb1ed,·it: became · amply . ·

.

'

.

...

c~ear that taken by itself,; and out ·of:· context, .as it were, . with relation

to the .whole .story of .the spoonbills over these last 20 years, the
~

dpta

· Cowpen~ ·

I

lacked any real significance.

So. inst_ead, . this is a

concise summary of the -entire picture~. including new information
obtained by ourselves and others· _du.ring this period, and some conclusive
answers to the question, "What ,has '- happened to -the spoonbill?"•

-_ * ·. Allen,- R.P •.{ 1942,. ..The ;Roseate ··spoonbill.··

. i-xvill.: 1-142;
•

color··,frontfs·.·, 20 plates • .,·h4
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the.~~nbillt

:ve repo~ on' some phase .~f

hose appearing since 1942, but also ~ome _items ·or

impo~ce ·tha

not consulted ~r not elab9rated upon during our earlier studies and
reports or this species. Additiona1 data has come from personal notebooks,
correspondence (old and new),

u. s.

Fish and Wildlife records, and other

unpublished and often unexpected founts of' information. For convenient
reference, the bulk of this material is presented regionally -- by states
and countries -- while other items are treated separately under their
proper headings. As nearly as possible this infomation is listed
chronologically, as reported.

I, The Record
The comprehensive record on distribution, and abundance,
the general status, is considerably .augmented by the sum of' the many
small items that have been collected and assembled here.

Much of this

material has beeri reported since 1942, and all of it ~s_in addition .to that published in Research Report No. 2. · I· have not attempted to

..

summarize this particular da:ta, in detail, as it more or less ~ s for ·
itself as it -goes along •
.Al.9haP'f!

1962. Imhof, Thanas A.

Alabama Birds~ P• llO.

Two occurrence locations in

Alabama

Univ. Ala. Press.

are mentioned

:in the 1942 reports

the shores of the Alabama River, according to Nuttall (1834), who adds,
"and in other parts of that state,• and Dauphin Island at the entrance
.

.

.

.

to Mobile Bay, · where 2 spoonbills were killed around 1897, and another
on June 1, 1930. The present publication adds ·the followings 1 observed

.
•

east

•

r

or Montgo.me
• 4r-

•

ext day (specimen at Auburn Uni~e~sit .

,,,~,.

. Argentina

.

~

.

Wetmore, ·A.A Observations on the Birds or Argentina, Paragua y,
Uruguay, and Chile.
Four

ll•~• Bil• Mus., ~ . · 133: 66-67.

Argentine occurrence locatio ns are mentioned in the 1942

report , two of them breeding sites. Most of the det_ails in the text,
however, concern the large breeding group of Ajaia ajaja on .Estanc ia
'

.

"Los Yngleses" sou.th of Bu.enos Aires, reporte d on through correspon..
.
. dence with me by Ernesto R. Runnacles or Estanc ia ·"~ Esperanza n,
Gral. Lavall e.
.

.

•

•

. . ·1

•

Dr. Wetmore visited this ranch in th'.e autumn or 1920,

and mentions that it had been the home of "the late Ernest Gibson, an ·
ornith ologis t well known for bis carefu l and painsta ldng observations
on the birds of this region ." In additio n to earlie r notes, Gibson
publish ed a paper in th~ July 1919 issue of
..

.

. .

the~.

f• 535,

- \

which ·

describ es this spoonb ill colony, but I have -not .seen this. Althoug. h
\
he was there at the right season, Wetmore did not find the pink .birds
.

.

.

nesting . However, between October ~2 and November 2 ,· he saw a small
fiock in the vicinit y, but not over 15 birds at the most. He gives
the locatio n of "Los Yngleses" as about 6 .k ilomete rs (3.7 mi) south ·
..
of Lavalle • .On November 16 other spoonb ills ~re noted, "crossi ng
from.

.L avalle to Santo Domingo."

Dr. Pearson visited the Runnacles estanc ia in 1939, but

owing

to

a misunderstanding about arrangements for horses to ·carry his party
into the area, did not see the Los Yngleses colony, which was
unto,;t unate, as it was then in excelle nt conditi on.

· ormation .on the nesting history- of the spoonbill
.This record ,i s worth recording here.

1932 -- Roseate Spoonbills found nesting in a mixed colony in a
swamp near the Los Yngleses Headstation, along with Cocoi
Herons (Ardea cocoi), Great Egrets (Casmerodi~s albus), and
one pai~ ·o:r Maguari Storks (Eµxenura m3gt15ri). The ~coi
.

Herons

.

.

start nesting in August, beginning with some .10 to ~-::~~-~~,. . ~. .,~l"!l'>i~fl.."'.'.~,-

2.5 pairs and

building up.

F.€rets arrive in September ~d
! .

their numbers depend on whether the season is a wet or dry
one. Usually the spoonbills begin their nesting in October.
Oct. 9 -- 200 pairs of Roseate Spoonbills~
100 pairs o:r Great F.grets.

40 pairs of Cocoi Herons •
.

.

. ... ,, .

.·

..

,

\

. -~"'"~,,--···.•,,,,...~

..
.

. ..

(The spoonbills were ju~t laying and later deserted
when a local guide fired a shot nearby).

1933 -- Oct.

22 -

Spoonbills ·not yet started. No further visits. ·

1934 -- Nov. 18 -- 40 pairs Roseate Spoonbills
40

pairs

Great Egrets

15 pairs Cocoi Herons
(Extent of colony estimated as 12 yds. x 2-0 yds.)
·1936 -- · Nov. 1 -- Coloey measured 40 yds x 80 yds and densely
populated, but no counts made.

"

:500 pairs of' Roseat~ Spoonbn;i.s •.

i938 _;. -Oc~ • .JO ·-

.150 pairs of' Great ·E grets.

1939 -- Nov. 21 -- Small flock of' spoonbills present, but not nesting • .

The colony of' Great Egrets numl;>ered more than 1,000
pairs.

By

early

January

the spoonbills were nesting

in "fantastic numbers", evidently exceeding the 500

pairs of the previous year. ·
Runnacles also described a second colony of "colossal" size some .ttten
.

I

•

leagues" (about 30 miles) farther inland from Los Yrtgleses. · It
contained both Roseate Spoonbills and Great Egrets. The present (1963) ·
status of these colonies is not

known.

Runnacles wrote me in 1940 that ·

he was 1 trying to disentangle himself" from his present occupation to
.

.

join the British Army, bu.t·I have not heard from him since.
Wetmore•s local names -

Rosada and Cucbaron -- are .new to my list or

vernaculars.
Additional occurrence and breeding locations in Argentina. are .listed
by Hellmayr and Conover, 1948.
~

(Catalogue of

Birds

of the Americas,

Im.!• !ii:1• mn_., Zool. -~•, 13, Ft. I, No. 2, 271-273). These

are appended., with their authorities.

(1) state of Mendoza (Bo.rmeister, 1860. ~ . Qm,., .8: 265)

(2) Conchita.a, Ba.enos Aires (Sclater and .Salvin, 1868~ Pro~.~.

Soc • .Lon~on,

145).
.

~

(J) cape San Antonio,. ~enos Aires {Sept • .to Apr.) (Gibson, .1 880.
.

.

- •

'

,

f

.l2ll, 1.56). This is possibly the first published reference .
. tG>:the
-gmiera1
'Vicinity
of . the
~Los. Yngieses". -coloey
..·- ·:~ - •. -."'1':JG::,.,~;~•:··,·'I..,....,,,,',;
- .
·. •
;
.
..

o Salado, Bu.enos Aire

.Tandfi, Buenos .Aires

(5)

(6) Arroyo Tandileui\( .Bu~os Aires

(Homberg, 1884. Act. Acad. ~ . Cienc. Cordoba, .5: 90).

Brulh

(7)

Blanca, Buenos Aires (Barrows, 1884. Auk, 1: 272).

(8) Estancia Espartillar, Buenos Aires
. (Holland, 1890. J:Qll, 425_).

(9) Concepci,, Tucuman

(10) Fama1u(. Tucuman
!

(Lillo, 1902. ~ - -MB!• Nae. Buenos ·Aires, 8: 210).

(ll) ~acas al Sud, Buenos Aires
(12) San Vic~te, Buenos Aires

(Hartert. and Venturi, 1909. liQ:[. ~ . , 16: 248)·.
(13) Los Violetas, Buenos .Aires

(14) Monsalvo, Buehos Aires
(15) Los Yngleaes, Buenos .Aires (also listed elsewhere). (Grant,.

1911. lJw!, 341).
(16) Ensenada, Buenos Aires (Scott and Sharp, 1912. Rm?,.· Princeton

llnll• ~ . Patagonia, 2, Om., 361.

(17) Near Moreno, Buenos Aires

(Hellmayr and Conover,

1. .2,.).

Aruba
1955. Voous, K.H. De Vogels

~

Cura_yao, Batuur.
The listing

or Aruba

!!!, Nederlandse Ant1]Jen, 51.

Werkgroep _Ned. Antill.

under

Venezuela

on

page 14 or

the ~942

report sh8uld _be dele~ an~ listed -under a new heading, Netherlands . • #
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•
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-
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•

~

~

, ·.
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-

-

u--.-aw..es_. · The ~actual record; mentioned h . , ~s 9 a
by . J. ,. Ferry of the Chicago Natural History Museum on Aruba. April

26,1908 (Cory,. 1909, p.· 196). There seem to be no other records.

Bahamas
These are more or less casual notes from the ~ s , where the
spoonbi ll is not found in any abundance except on Great Inagua.
However, in spite or the tact that the Flam1ngo wardens, Sam and Jim
Nixon, guard the spoonbi ll .winter nesting colonies as a regular part
I

or their duties, no special investig ation or these colonies bas been
made and no details can be given here. A winter survey or the Inagua
spoonbi ll colonies is long overdue, as these birds form one or the
few nesting groups that we know or in the entire West Indies outside .
or Cuba, and~

are in a position to encourage and supervise their

active protecti on. A winter visit would be helpful . ·
1878-19.51 -- The. following are some early records or spoonbi lls _in

the Bahama~, contribu ted by L.E.W. Forsyth, for

many

years Commissioner

at Andros, and includin g also some recent reports by other observersz
(circa 1896-98) -- Two spoonbi lls fed in the creek at Wood Cay,
100 yds. from house. Hot seen again after
1899 hurrican e (Forsyth ).
(1900) -

Two

birds feeding in Wide Opening, Turner's Island,

Andros (Forsyth ).

(1950-51) - .Six to eight spoonbi lls observed occa si~ near
Turner Sound~ _AndrQs,. by Phillip ~thel, Oswald

ley and others. - tes llllCe .
·.•
w.lnter of 19.5Q-.5l (Phillip Bethel) •.
(19.51) -- One spoonbill on Thompson Cay, Berry ·lslands, Bahan,a~.
No date (Phillip Bethel).
(19.51) -- Near the Bethel Camp at Wide Opening on the west side
of Andros Island, Bahamas, ·5· spoonbill's this year,
others seen in same area in 1948 and i949. Phillip
Bethel, Nassau.
{19.52)

~

!

Five immatures on shore ot Southwes~ Nook,,. Lake

Windsor, . Great Ina.gua, Bahamas, April 24. Nine also
observed along .another part .of the lake on April. 2.5 •

. (19.53~ ~ A co~ ot sp00nblll s observed im

t\

majo: mangrove

island in Big Mangrove Pond, Great ~ • Bahama$_.
. '
.
Bo. count possible, as nesting on this .date (March 19)

was already completed. However, fiedgling young still
in the colony.

R.P.A.

(19.59) -- One immature at Old Tent Creek (a fall and winter
nesting site), Great Inagua, Bahamas, July 31. Sandy'
Sprunt.

Bolivia
There are only tw Bolivian locations in the 1942 report~ The
fo~owing can now be added, from those listed 'by HeJ]mayr aJ?:d Conover, l•.£•
Qaiza, Potosi (Sa1vadon.; .

lB9z.·J~ l }m§.~_-·zoo1~.-Torino,l2: . ·
-""

29~J 31)'.

!

.

{4) Orion, El Beni
{Gyldenstolpe, 1945. Svensk. Vetensk. Akad. Ha.ndl., (l ) 23: 44).

Brazil
1930.

Naumbnrg, Elsie M.B.

..

The Birds of Matto Grosso, Brazil. A .

Report on the Birds secured by the Ro.osevelt-Rondon

Expedition (with.field notes by Ge<?• K~ Cherrie).

Bull.~. Mus. Nat. !J!!i., 601 87.
A number of occurrence locations in Brazil are listed in tJie 1942

report, and it was stated, ~thout amplification {p. 30) that ·the
largest concentrations of Roseate Spoonbills 1n ~utJi ,. blerica {and
.....

anywhere else. tor that · matter) have ~ reported fran~~he rState of
Matto Grasso, ~lose to the Boll~ border. - This descfiption pt birds
collected during the Roosevelt-Rondon "River of Doubt~ ,·E xpedition
(October 1913-April 1914) merely adds the nanies of a ser:i,es of places
where spoonbills have been re~orded. None were collected by- the
expedition. However, in his book Through the Brazj Jj an Wildemess
(1914. N.Y., Scribners), Theodore Roosevelt describes his journey up
the R!o Paraguay- beyond Asunci&l, and tells of seeing "on the mudflats
and sandbars, and among the green rushes of the bays and inlets • •. • .
.

.

crimso~ fiamingos ,and rosy spoonbills." And, farther on, along the
/

/

. .

Rio Taquary eas:t of Corumba, he writes .of-watching a fiock ot b1g
Jabiro. Storks
.

passing

by, "and with Jepem
were
.

spoonbills, show.ing ...rosy

~

I '

J;.

In 191"l I

. \

corresponded with F. W. -~ e r ot ~he · Dlllas Museum o~
/

.

Natural .History, who had ·been 'in this same region beyond Co~ba. ·1 n

1925 and 1928. The details of Walt Miller's. spoonbill' observations
were not given in the 1942 report, but their interest and value ~s
so obvious that they are q~oted here (letter of Aug. 13, 1940 to R.P.A.).

"I first saw spoonbills in September 1925 at Descalvados on the.
Paraguay River about

150 miles above Coraml£, Matto Grosso, Brazil.

At that time we encountered small numbers associated with straw-necked
I

ibis, crested ibis, and egrets feeding in marsey areas of the "pantanal".
This "pantanal11 is the low lying area adjacent to the Paraguay and is
subject to annual flooding when the river rises.

When

the water

recedes vast quantities of small fish, etc., are left stranded to
furnish an attraction to numerous and assorted congregations of wading
}

birds.

Being at the time more concerned .with the excitements of cha.sing

jaguars and tapirs, I paid no great at:tentio~ to spoonbills. As I
remember they disappeared about mid-October and I recall that on
questioning my Indians told me that they, as well -as the bulk of the
eg~tts, were nesting at Lake Gaiba. on the Bolivian frontier. As

i;' ::.,.-

never visited these supposed rookeries I cannot confirm their -existence.
We left Descalvados in January 1926; meanwhile, to the best of

my

recollection, spoonbills were absent.

In April 1928 I returned. again to Descalvados. Spoonbills were
conspicious· and abundant. They were found on all occasions v.1.dely
scattered 0ver the fiooded "pantanal" up to the time we left in °late
. August. ~ were immature~ but

dur1ng

July- I .collec~ a fine series

.

e blin

umage

.river.· FB.ch evening fiock after· fiock
of several thousand

new up

.

or

_

.

fifty or more to the total .

river over it in perfect nV'! •f'ormations.

According to the local natives they were enroute from feeding to roostµ1g
areas.

I am inclined to concur with this for on several occasions at

dusk nocks numbering two or three hundreds settled tq roost in trees
bordering the river directly across from us. 11
Under~ the Naumburg report lists these occurrence locations
for Brazil, none of' :which were given in -my monograpp.. Some of these
are amplified-in the ·additiona1 list that follows.
Matto Grosso: . Villa Maria.
Ca1_9ara

Rto Guapor(
Nas ~ranjeiras
~

Catharina

Sao~' Ypanema
R!'o de Bo~do
~

Gei:aes

~ -~ Janeiro

Amazonas:

Salveterra
Maraj6' (Pindobal., Pacoval)

Forte do Id.o Branco
Cauam, ( on the R:(o Branco)
Caju.tuba

(1'0 Negro)'

her locations ·are listed by He
in addition to those given above.

(1) Goaytacases , "Af.o de Janeiro (Wied, 1833. ~ . Naturg. Brasil., .

4: 2: 668).
(2) I1ha do Santo Catharina, Santa Catharina (Burmeister, 1856.
Syst. Uebers. Ih• Brasil. 3: 427).

(3)· Sapitiba.,
f4)

Rf'o

Rfu de

Janeiro (Pelzeln, 1870.

Qm.

Brasil, 3: 304).

das Velbas, Minas Geraes (Reinhardt, 1870. Yidensk. Medd~
Naturhist. Foren. 22)~

/
/ .
(5) Anjos, Ilha de .Marajo, Para (Allen, 1876. 11Yl:l• Essex In§!.,

8: 82).
(6) -Lago Grande d~
'

Amap(.

par{ (Goel.di, 1897. ~ . 163). ·

/

'

'

(7) llha Caviana, Para (breeding)

(8) . Ilha Mexi.ana, Pa,£
(Im.gmann, 1907.- Zool. Jahrb., ~ . , .- 26: ~).

(9) (near) Sambaiba, Rf'o Sao Francis~o,

Bahia

.

(Reiser~ 1910. ~ .
.

.

~.-Naturw . Kl• ~ . ~ . Wien., . 76: 92) • .
/

'

(10) T a b ~ , Sao Paulo (Pinto, 1938. Rev. Him• ~•• 22:45).

British Guiana
No information on spoonbill occurrence in British Guiana is included
in the 1942 report.

The following items are 8:d.ded.

(1) Coastal rivers
(2) Takutu River (in the interior bordering Brazil) . (Cabanis,
I

Schomburgk,
·. (3)

Buxton

1849.-

Reisen~ ~ .-Gµiap3..

( H ~ - and Co~over_,'- 1.c~i•.·

3~ '.nJ.848"

1952. Wooten, W.A. .Roseate Spoonbill in Imperial County,

Condor,· 54: 4: ·208.
On page 48 of the 1942 report it is stated that the spoonbill had
not been reported from California since 1927 • . This oc,currence was at
Salton Sea in Imperial County, and the present note adds a sight record
of S bi~s in this same area September 30, 1951. I~ also notes a 1913
record for the same county errone9usly given in my feport as "1918 11 •
.

.

I

.

•

The 1927 bird ·was collected and is now No. .51702 in the Museum of
Vertebrate Zoology (Pemberton, 1927. Condor, 29:253).

Chile
The only addition I have found is the occurrence of spoonbills at _ ·
..
..
. .

.

\

:

Hacienda de Larmahue, evidentl.3 located in both ·S anti~o and Colchagua
Provinces (Philippi, 1868 • .&J!l~ Univ. -~ • 3i:274).

Costa Rica
Our

1942 report mentions only La Palma and Bebedero as oc~ence
..

.

locations. The first is certainly "La Palma de Nicoya.", near the Gulf
of Nicoya,. and not 11 La Palma de

San · Jos/n

(see Carrike~, 1910, p.3"8),

.

..

as Nutting found spoonbills common here in 1881. Bebedero is "a small
.

.

dirty village• (Carriker) at the junction of the Rivers Tenorio and
Las Piedra.a in Guana.caste, close to sea level • .In Carriker•s account
·(1910 • .An Annotated Li~t. of the. Birds of Costa ~ca Including ·cocos .
I

.-·_ Island. :Am!• . Camegi~ Im!!•.• . 6 :i-3 :·4?7) ~- he -~1;8s
... . .
.
.

~

~

-

:..

-~

-

';""

~

.

. .

thai. the ·spoonbill.
..

.

was not uncommon :ui

many

parts of. Costa Rica. parti~ly -ih tlie

Pacific lowlands, .and especially the lagoons of Gu~caste • . One was
collect~ near. San Jost( which has an altitude of :3°,500 feet • . Cherri~

~

found it common at Boca Zacate north of Peninsula de Osa, and a fiock
of 7 was observed by Richmond on the
mouth of the

San

p,{o Frio,

which empties into the

Juan River near Lake Nicaragua. It was also reported

from Pirris, Tirribi

(Rfo Tiribit),

and Miravalles·~.although the ~st

place has an elevation of 1,500 to 2,000 feet. ,Carriker saw several

~

spoonbills in the delta of the

Grande de

Tfrra.~,

"but they ~re

I

very wild and none were secured." He collec~ two: birds at ou4ues
in April 1905, the only ones seen on the CarilJbean side.

They were

said to be common on the lower reaches of the San Juan River.
These occurrences are based on very old records, some of theJll
going back to the 1860 1 s, .and the present status of the species in
Costa Rica is unknown • . In a recent letter (Nov• .11~ \ 962), Al.ex Skutch

has written me that in his part of this c~try,· in the Valley of El _ .
General 1 the lmman population "explosion" is so great that nit is
futile to talk about conservation", and adds,
as hopeless."

11

1 have given it up

Perhaps current fielq work there by Paul Slud and

others will shortly provide new information.

The •Pearl .o f the Antilles" has long been the outstanding hub of
.

.

spoonbill populations in the West Indies, as well as the source of our
With its extensive mangrove-~ed shorelines, .countless

e islands, .and many s
habitat.

, 1 t provide

A total .or eight occurrenc e and breeding locations are·

mentioned in our 1942 report, probably a small fraction of the

:

·a ctual total, and the accompanying discussio n emphasize s that t}?.e
Cuban spoonbill s are the key to the success or failure of our Florida
flocks.

nir1ng field work in Cuba, while studying flamingos ,

I saw

a few spoonbill s, but was unable to get into the most promising areas,
)

such as the south coast of Camagiiey.

The uncertain political situation\~"",IIJIJ,.'1$f,cr:•j~~r...,::

after 19.52 prevented the carrying out of a projected banding proje~t
.

!

'

planned by Dr. Abelardo Moreno of the Universit y of _
Havana and myself,
which would undoubted ly have uncovered a number of active co~onies;
and resulted in much new informati o~ on the comings and goings of
these birds., '. especiall y the origin of migrants arr1v1ng here in
Florida.

I have just had a letter from Dr~ Moreno_ (rec•d. June· .5,

1963) in wbi_c h he advises that he is continuin g

work

o~ his "projected · ·.·

Qrnitoloi z4 ~ Cuba, as well as •directin g some res~h relative to

.

our fauna.n He is still at the· Universit y of Havana.
The only data collected since my original work on these birds is
as followsa

1942 -

"Heavy numbers" reported in the keys near
coast of Las Villas Province.

Tunas de Zaza, south

This area lies within the

relativel y shallow waters between the coast and the offshore
Jardines de la Reina, with count1ess small islands and mangrove
key-a •. !tv' friend L.C. Scaramuzz a, vbo made this report, (letter

of· Jlicy",13), added that these flocks were said to··be pres~t
frail F~b~ -~til November.

A;J-so,. •young on~s .S:N· plent~ ·· .· ·

~

:_

and ,ot
course some are. always .·
.
'

'

,

disgrace." Scaramuzza was a prophet 1n bis ' O'Wll country-I

1948 -- When Harold Peters was enroute to Cuba to count wintering

waterfowl, he very kindly agreed to keep an eye out for
fiamingos and spoonbills. Cuban observations, made from a
plane, were as follows:
Jan. 7 -- Manzanillo area,. Orienta ----- 50

... .

I

Jan. 12 -- Guayabel, Camaguey -------- 15

1952 -

I

. "*.

'

"

-

II

-- west of Santa Cruz del Sur
'fotal -- 80

Santa Cru~ del Sur, Camaguey -- ;15

-----_1_

I found several spoonbill primary feathers on Gutta -Jutia,

near the mouth of

Rio

Cauto, Orienta, Cuba, March 8. · Aiong

~ Rfo CaUto on March 9~

a fiock

oi

4o ·~ .\ No lc,cai

.

information on nesting. R.P.A.

1953 -- On the north coast of Cuba, obtained the following information

on spoonbills in that area. A nesting colony reported "up the

.

/

.

.

.

.

Rio Maximo"-, another (with Wood Storks and Wh1te Ibis) in

Pasa

de Batista, and smaller colonies along the nearby coast. Not
confirmed. All are raided by local fishermen for eggs and
young..

F€gs

in January.

or small young reported in December, large young
I saw none in this ar~ May 18.- 19. R;P .A.
~c~_, ..-,,· .. .

While· in Cuba~~ in the 1950 1 s I heard
.

.

several. reporys of

spoonbills
at :various place~, but
unable to c9n:fu,n them.
.
- . was
.
'

anillo I was told that a ·
into town

.

~ the a/o Cauto by a lo~ .ti~h~ and so1d as

the sisters at one of the convent schools. This was prior to 1952,
and there

was

no opportunity for checking the story._

The apparent but unverified relation that exists between Cu.ban
spoonbills and our Florida birds must not be overlooked. However,
until it is possible to undertake a careful survey of their status
and numbers in Cuba, little can be done about improving our present
knowledge.

n:>mipican Republic

The 1942 report has one reference to spoonbills in the Domiilicai;i ..
Republic, an occurrence at nSaona Islands n, which should read Isla . .
.

.

Saona, ·although there are other smaller islands close offshore, and
perhaps these were meant~· Wetmore and Swales (1931. ·The ·m.~ ·or
Haiti and the Dominican Republic. y.§,. Nat. Hll§,•., .1!2Jl. 155:93-94)
state that it is "one of the rarest of marsh birds of Hispaniola" .
They list a number of occurrence locations that can be adtied to our
record.
Samana Bay

Rto Yaqui del Norte
Monte Cristi (rare)

,

Tru.jfu (flock or" 20,

Rinccfu ·
Yuna Swamps

Isla Beata ·.

said to breed)

··

.

, Harold Pete

surveys or waterfowl, as follows:
(north ·or) Sabral ------- 25
Lag+e Enriquillo ------- 35

I was in the Ibminican Republic in 1951, searching .for fiamingos,
and came across spoonbills on three occasions:
.July 30 -- 4

Aug. .3 --

on

Rfu Tapion near Puertado Libertado •

S4 at west end or

..

Lago

de Enriquillo
!

Aug.

5 -- "Several" (more than 15) on ·north side or
Enriquillo, at west end •

.No evidence or nesting, at l~st in recent. years •

.Falkland Islands
On

pages 12 and 48 or. the 1942 .report brief mention is made ·or

the occurrence or wandering spoonbills at such unlikely locations as
the Straits or Magellan and the Falkland Islands. Not mentioned.,
however, is an additional record r~m the Falklands, a bird found
near Stanley, sometimes called Port Stanley, which is on the northeast coast or East Falkland Island below Berkeley Sound (Bennett, 1926.
~ . 324) •

The two earlier specimens were

.

f'rom Kidney

Cove and ·

.

Whalebone Bay, where they were found in July 186o (Abbott, 1861•
.lt?i§., 157) •

El Salvador
-

. _· ~ - -~- 1.938.-. pt.~ey and van

.

Rossem. - .The

Birds-.or El. $al.vado~.-

mn:., .l2Ql• .'.§!!:... :23 :89.

Nat • .

~

.~ ·.,.. ."'""•"'"·•.,-,

Appai_-ently ·I did' not see t1li~ ' ~biioatio~ .prior:..io. 'i942~
there are no references to El .Salvador ·1n

monograph • .These birds

my

are reported as present throughout the year on both fresh and s~t
water lagoons and marshes from sea level to at least 1,450 fee:t.
Knowing .the spoonbill, for the most part, only along the flat coasts
of Florida and Texas, these records from Central Americ~, where they
appear at altitudes between _1,.000 and 2,000 feet and more, are someYet the Matto Grosso birds (see under B~zil) live

what startlingl
.

.

-

entirely in fresh water habitats and at considerable· _elevations
.

above sea level.

I

Occurrence locations in El Salvador are listed as

follows:
San Sebast1'1
Lake Olomega

Rf'o

San

Migue;J.
-i

Barra de Santiago
Lake Guija
Nowhere very common.

Nesting reported in the vicinity: of Barra ·

de Santiago, but not verified, although young birds were seen there
in April 1927.

The local name, Garza Morena, is new to our list.

Florida

Florida records puplished in Christmas Count lists since 1942
are not included here ( see under Christma a Counts). Also omitted are
references to this spe~ies in Audubon Field~~ which are ·w ithout
an index ~
•.

•

•

•

-the;efore impossible to check thoroughly in t~ time···. .
;

•. •

-~

-

•.

•

-

•

.•

I

•

:

•

•

•

•

;

'•

_;

-

• •

•.':

•

••

.

.

bills seen in Florida since 1942, .but most of these would add nothing
of significance to this record, and only the following scattered notes ·
have been assembled here (Note: Details on Florida Bay colonies appear
later in this report)o
1943. Sprunt, A., Jr.

The Roseate Spoonbill. An A\'ian Throwback

to Antiquity. Aud. ~., 45151 284-293.
A review of the status of the spoonbill, in colorful terms, .with

photographs by

F,dwin

Way Teal of a nest in the mangroves

and

of

Audubon Warden Art Eifler (pictures that I wish we could have. used in
Re~earch Report No. 2). The co1or illustration on the cover of this
issue (September-October) is from the painting by Lee Jaques, which
later reappeared on the dust jacket of

my

book The~

Birds (1947.

N.Y., Dodd, Mead).

1944. Teal,

F,dwin Way •

.Audubon's Island.

Aud. H!g., 46:41194-203 • .

Mentions that spoonbills no 1onger grace the s_hores of

Sandy Key,

as

they did in Audubon's day (1832). However, it is said that the species
has "staged a comeback", largely through the efforts of the National
Audubon Society. Good public interest article.

1945. Teal, :Edwin

Way.

In the Florida Shallows. &lg. Beg,.,

4715: 299-305 •

..
More excellen~ pnb~c 11:lterest stuff' • . The subtitle is,•

with .Warden Eifler, .Guardian of 300,000 Acres of .Wat~

·and

Mangro~~ .,

matted Keys." There ·are several referenc es to spoonbi lls, -includin g
.

a good descrip tion of the food begging of the young.

.

It is noted

that Nest Key in Florida Bay supported an active spoonbi ll colony
(year~) . There is a map of Florida Bay with some of the many keys
identifi ed (p. 301).

1947. von Borowsky, Lisa. Roseate Spoonbi ll Near Brooksv ille.

One spoonbi ll with 2 Wood Storks seen on Grassy ·Pond, near
Brooksv ille, Hernando County, Fla., Aug. 26 or 27, 1946, by J. Ha.rd
Smith.

.

.

The occurrence of. a spoonbi ll _was reported in -•summ.er of

1947 st in Durbin

Swamp in southern .Inval County, 20 miles north of

St. Augustine.

r have

;

.

no record of the source. In reply to my

inquiry , s. A. Grimes of Jackson ville wrote (Oct. 7, 1950~, "interesting if true."

19ll8.

An

No confirm ation.

immature spoonbi ll was observed in a nock of egrets

on Anna ~ Key, Manatee County, Florida, April 21. Reported by
Mrs. Allan R. Brown, Bradenton Beach, Florida .

1949. Baker, John u.· The Presid~ t Reports to You.

Alig. HK,.,

National P~k to firearms, the recent participati~ ri of' over 1,000
\,

persons in Audubon Wildlife Tours in Florida, and the increase in
nesting. spoonbills in Florida Bay. Reports nesting on a total of

7 different keys in the bay, and the total nnmber of' nests _as "at
least four times greater than just a few years ag_o ."

1950. Report of' the Committee on Bird Protection. AYk, 67:3: :322.

'·"--"...........

I

A significant increase in the Florida Bay spoonbill population
I

is reported in response to "protection and the changed public attitude",
the single colony "of a decade ago is now multiplied by ten."

Comm.on

summer occurrence in Florida Bay and along "the Keys is noted. "Fishing
guides and others have learned to point them out

as

one of the local ·.

attractions instead of'· shooting
... .them."
.
~

...

1950. Two 8P(?<)Dbills observed in Horse Island Cove, Lake Okeechobee, .
.

,

Florida1> August 21-25, by Audubon Warden Glenn C~er. They

were feeding with a flock of' White Ibis and were 11 very gentle."

1951. Baker, John H. News of' Wildlife . and Conservation. Aud. HM,.,
5:3:2:127.

A brief' review of' the importance of' the Society's. spoonbill
protection work in norida Bay prior to July l,· 1~, when the u.s~
,

.

'

Fish and Wildlite Service took over the patro~, until the Rational.
Park became a reality.

ing was

, .

e park area·

.

some 500 spoonbills in the bay as a result, many of them on keys not ·
occupied back in the early 1940 1 s.

Relates how the birds are becoming

so tame that a tourist with a camera was seen throwing stones at a half
dozen spoonbills to make them fiyl

Mentions regular observation of

feeding pinks along the Overseas Highway from Jewf'ish 9ree1c to Lower
..

Ma.tecumbe.

I would note that the figure of ".500" spoonbills was merely
.

.

a rough estimate by Jack Watson of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Our

~~:"°-~cc:>.:'#~lllfl',;;),",

records for the winter of 1950-51 show a _total of 7 colonies, and

128 breeding adults.

Some 163 young were fiedged, so the largest

number of spoonbills in Florida. Bay at any one time was actua.lly just
under 300.

19.54.

Sprunt, A., Jr. Florida Bird.~~ 47-50. New York,
McCann and .Hatio~ Audubon Society.

In a summary of the spoonbill·' s status in Florida following World
War ·rI, these occurrence records are added to the record: ,

(1) Money Bayou, Gulf County - 2 - early April, 1948.
(2) St. Marks Refuge, Wakulla . County - 2.:. June 10.;.sept. 28,
1951.

· 19.58. A.nook of 41 spoonbills in two groups of 23 and 18, observed
in the Perico Island section of Palma Sola Bay, Manatee County,

Florida.

.

"These birds usually arrive the la.st week of March and
.

stay until October." .Reported. by Mrs. Kevin O!Shea ~t Bradenton• .

~e

spoonbills was ·t .

aximurn ·n

.

National Wildlife Refuge in Broward County (reported by
F. A. Cunningham, June 12).

1957-60. Spoonbills in the Tampa Bay ar~a:
Dec. 1957 - 5 - eastern shore of .Tampa Bay south or Little .
Manatee River.
Sept. 1959 - 3 - west side or Howard Franklin Bridge.

Fall 1959 - 5- McKay Bay south of Adams Drive.
.

. .

.!

April 1960 - "almost a dozen" - near Apollo Beach.

July 31, 1960 ·- 2 - near Cockroach

Bay south of Little

Manatee River.
Reported by ·Bruce McCullough, Tampa~

French Guiana

,

There are no records from here in the 1942 report.

fore, is an occurrence from the vicinity of Cayenne (Berlepsch, 1908 .-

li2:!• Zool., 151301).

1962. Land, Hugh C. A Collection of' Birds from the Arid Interior
or Eastern Guatemala. AYk, 79:1:4.

Two· occurrence locations in .Guatemala are listed in the
report:

194~

(1) Hacienda ·Calii'ornia near .Ocos, which is on the Pacific

coast c1ose to the Mexi~an border;
lowlands.

These are from A.W. Anthony's ~924 notes, · quoted .by

Griscom (1932.

Bull.~. tm§,. Nat.~., 64:138).

Several were

seen near Ocos, and 11 a small flock" noted at the head of Lake Yz~bal.
The present note reports a group of 5, with 6 Wood Storks, along the
Motagua River, Zacapa, .at 200 meters elevation. The date was July 8,

1958.
Earlier records, omitted from the 1942 report, include the
following locations, which are now added.

(1) Chiapam -- a 1agoon half a mile from Champerico on the
shores of the Pacific (Salvin and Godman, 1901. Biol.
Cent. Amer., Ill: 190).
( 2) Lake of Dl.efias -- a small lake near the town or Dleiras in ·

Sacatepequez at the base ot. the Volcan de

Agua • .The

altitude here is 4,500 feet, so this is · probably~ .
record ·ror the species with respect to elevation (Salvin
and Godman~ l•.£•) •
(3) Huamachal -- a fishing station near the Mexican border

and the port ·o r .Ocos (Salvin and Godman, l•.£•>•
(4) San Jos( -

the ~ct location is not certain, but this

..

'

./

is probably the port on the Pacific side (San Jose de
Guatemala)

(Lantz, 1899. Trans. Kans. Acad. Sci., 16

(1897-98), 219).
Details as to locations are from Griscom, 1932, PP• 413-425.

Haiti

and another for Gonaive Island which Bond qual.if'ies as a "rather_
questionable record" (Bond, 19.50. ~-lin. of Birds o f ~ ~
Indies, 13) •. Trou Cai.man is a .small l~e that lies· in the low ,
Plaine du Cul de Sac inland from the Baie de Port-au-Prince. Some
earlier records can now be added. According~ Wetmore and Swales

(1931. l!•2• Bil• Mus.,
/

Bull.

1.5.5:93-94), W. L. Abbott heard of

A

spoonbills on the Etang Saumatre, immediately - to the east of Trou
Calma.n, and saw the wing .of one supposed to have been killed there.
I

Abbott collected in Hispaniola in 1883, and again in the period
1916-1923.

Three spoonbills were seen on April 28 ., 1927 by Dr.

Wetmore, · from an airplane flying low over the coastal _lagoons near ·
Desd~es, ·w~ch is on the west coast near .the mouth of the Artibanite
River. Three more were seen in the same general area on Laguna del
·Salodiilo by stuart Danf'o;-th_on July 30, 1927. . ·

As far back as 1799-1800, .the French ~turalist Descourtilz
found spoonbills very rare in Haiti. For many years all edible
birds, from fia:mingos to sparrows, have been scarce in tlµs country,
and the situation is not likely to improve in the immediate tuture.
Harold Peters saw a total of 10 spoonbills along Ba!e de Caracul
on the north coast while

making

aerial surveys of waterfowl in 1948.

The date was January 3• .No others were observed during his flights,
which evidently covered the entire coastline.

The one record from Honduras in the 1942 report referred to
Brooke Worth's observation of 6 spoonbills at Castilla in June 1930,
which he brought to my attention in a personal letter.

There is also
,.,~ ~-.... . , , . ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ,"-c-0,-.J·

a reference that may be additional, and that gives the. location as ·
"Puerto Castilla, Tela" ·(stone, 1932.

Proc • .Acad. ~Nat • .§.21. ~ .
-

·

.

84:298). .I n any case there seem to be no other reports .f'.rom Honduras.

"'-w~•:i'i-'"'D•:w,._x11~.,...1.,,.~

I.

Jamaica

The only reference to ·Jamaica ·in the 1942 report is Bond's remark
that the spoonbill ." formerly" occurred there, although in his Check-· .
ll§1 he speaks of it as n~ccidental". · Perhaps the "formerly." refers ·-: : .

to Sloane's report of· Se~ -spoonbills in Jamaica On\ sait l)Onds,

.·.

\

presumab1y somewh~re along the coast (1705-1725.

Voyage Jamaica.

2i316) • .I know of no more recent reports.

I_,ouisiana

1946. Griffith, R• . E., .V. L. Childs and Faxon W. Cook.

Roseate

Spoonbill Nesting on the Sabine Refuge, Louisiana. Ok,

63:2: 259-260 •

.This note adds considerab1y to our information oi:i the spoonbill
1n Louisiana • .As record~ in our 1942 report, .nesting here has .

always
~en
llmitecf.to
_.
..
;_- . ~-.sites in Calcasieu and Cameron
.. - .. -Parishes,
;
-~-- ... ----·.
...

·B:·:~:~~? '."t·~~u,..~~~.;i¾

cept for.
ear . err
,,

.

s -o~
a colo
..

.. .

'

.

Feliciana Parish in 188.7• T~~ two more ~e~ent colonies

were

Bi.rd

Island south or Vinton in Cameron Parish, and 'Black Bayou to the
north in Calcasieu Parish. Gilbert Pearson visited the Bird Island
colony in 1920, finding 104 spoonbills and 5 nests, and again in

1932 with Ernest Holt, when some 50 spoonbills and perhaps 10 nests .
were observed. The writer found no spoonbills at either location
in

1934, but estimated some 23 nesting pairs at mack Ba.you in 1940•

It is recorded by the present authors that the Bird Island site was
I

.

the one occupied in the spring of 1943, but was a~doned~Jollowing
marsh fires that swept over the island.

The birds moved to Shell

Island, a small man-made mound of 1.ess than -an acre, on the newly
established Sabine National ~ildlife Refuge.

Together -with some

4oo herons, egrets and Olivaceous Cormorants, JS -pairs or s~nbills
nested, but ·•as a result of a severe thunderstorm
on May
24;· only
• .
.,
I

18 ·

'"'11...!.~~,;;,;,',[4,C --x~,;.:-•t 't.!t<"ll:J>,. .,

were raised •
.In

1944 the Shell Island colony had a f'lock of 350 adult spoon-

·bills present and an estimated 150 young were produced.

,The

following

winter 4 birds were still present on November 20, and 3 on December 19

(Lowery states in Loµisiana Birds, 1955, that there are records for
..

every month except January and February). In 1945, 80 pairs nested
.

.

and production was estimated as 2.85 young-per-pair, which is unusuallygood.

Because of the lack of nesting trees and bushes, wooden nest

platforms were built in the winter of 1944-45, and although used by
other species, were not accepted by spoonbills. Tree plantings were
likewise made. The old Bird Island site was entirely deserted as a ·
result of marsh fires .and other human activity.
•

t

.

Refuge in eastern Cameron Parish.

John W. Al~ch of the

u-•.. s. ·rish

and Wildlife Service has provided the following information on both
locations (letter of May 13, 1963):

Sabine Refuge---- 1961 - 150 nests: 200 yg.;"450 to~ birds.

1962 - 30 nests: 60 yg.; 200 total birds.
Lacassine Refuge - 1961 -

50 nests: 150 yg:: 2.50 total birds.

1962 - 4o nests;

12 yg.;

200 total birds.

From the files in our Research Department the· following can be
added:

Sabine Refuge -- 1957 - Dec. 28, 250 spoonbills - .&lg.

~

Notes, ·
•,c.c... -..,, •. ,-,~

iz:2,194.
I
\

\

Sab~e Refllge (Shell Hill) -

19.58 - 60 to 70

pairs -

A. Sprunt, IV.

Sabine Refuge--· 1959 - -50 pairs - A. Sp:nmt, IV.
Lacassine Refuge .~Wi.l!l!Qi 1s.f ) ~ 11.~.58 - SO pairs - A. Sprunt, IV.
Lacassine Refuge (Lacassine Bayou) -- 1959 - 65 pairs - A. Sprunt, IV.
Lacassine Refuge (Intracoastal) - 1959 - 1 pair - A. Sprunt, IV.

I . have no information at present as to what happened to bring
about the ~c~ion in nesting birds at both ~Siana sites between
~

1961 and 1962.

No report for

19~3 has~ received~

When the spoonbi ll monograph was written in 19~1-42, we had a
fair amount of informa tion on where these birds had been observed
in Mexico in past years, and where some of them had nested, but
very 11ttle that was up-to-d ate.

My

report containe d. a certain

amount or specula tion as to possible breeding colonies and their
relation ship to the recovery or the species along the coast or Texas.
Although more ornitho logists, both amateur and pror,ess ional, have
been poking around the highroads and byways or Mexico during the
last 20 years than in any previou s period or equal duration , we
still have very little addition al information, and only one definite
report or an active breeding· site.

In bis

handy

littl~
book, Finding
.
-

Birds in Menco\ (1955),
.

-

.

Dr. Ernest P. -FA.wards mentions finding spoonbi lls in .o nly three

location s:

(1) at a .small marshy pond about 6 miles out or Acaponeta,

Nayarit: (2) at Laguna Coyuca near Acapulco, Guerrero; and (3) in
coastal lagoons and marshes on the Yuca~ Peninsu la. In the vicinity
of Tampico, and 1n the Veracruz

aFea, where several nesting groups

were located 1n years past, .the spoonbi ll is not .listed at all.

However• 1n 1959 • Whitney and Karen Eastman saw spoonbi lls in a
marshy area

outside of Tampico, the onl.y occasion when they reported

this species during an extended trip along ·the Atlantic _slope and,
later, on the .Pacific coast, includin g a visit to},aguna. Coyuca
near Acapu.lco.

in Mexico is probably justified.

A search of the literature does not help much, nor do a few
i ~ems from various unpublished notes.

The following, however, may

be added to the record: .

1943. Wetmore, A. The Birds of Southern Veracruz, Mexico.

A very small addition, .but records from Mexico are .few inn
so t~s one is welcome. Wetmore notes that· Carriker recorded a
spoonbill between Tlacotalpam and Boca

San

Miguel on May 1, 19~,

and that Nelson and Goldman had found this _species netr Tlacotalpam,_.,,.,. . _ .,. . . , . . .~
in 1894. Veracruz is listed in the 1942 report as a general breeding

· area, but the onzy specific site given is p(jaro Isleno in Laguna ·
de Tarnial:n1a, just south of Tampico. As a definite occurrence location,
the Tlacotalpam region is therefore added, the distance south of
-~jaro

Islen'o be.i ng about 24-0 miles.

1947. Neff, Jolmson

49:

Condor,

A.

Notes on Some Birds or Sonora, Mexico.

1: ·32.

Reference is made here to the distribu.tional list of the birds ,
or Sonora

by-

A. J.
.

van Rossem

(1945. ~ . -Papers Hu. ~ . ,.
.

21: _1-379.- Louisiana state Univ.), wbi-c~ I have not $~en.·_ 0ur -- · .·

two occurrence locales~ Keeno

Bay and

Toburi Lagoon.

The pre~ent

note describes .the sight record of a single spoonbill on a reservoir
some 6 miles west of Moreno, "well inland from any location listed
by van Rossem. 11

This appears to be a new locale so far as our

records are concerned • .

19~. Hellmayr and Conover (Field Hlm• Nat. ~ . • Zool. ~ . , .

13, Pt. I, No. 2:273) ~ote that 2 specimens in the Field
I

Museum collection are from Sagarterra, Tabasco~

in our records. No date is given.

19.51. In· Yucatan, along the eastern stretch of . Rfo . Lagartos near
Punta Meco, 3 spoonbills on August 28.

R.P.A.
\

19.52. Twelve· spoonbills at

San Felipe on R!'o Lagartos, Yuca-tfn,

Mexico, August 14. Adults and young.

R.P~A.

1953. Seven immature spoonbills observed along the bank of R!o
Fuertes north of Los Mochis on the road to Nogales, Sinaloa,.
Mexico, in May.

Reported to me by. Harold Moore, Jr.

1955. Pa,nter,
Raymond. A., . Jr. The Ornithogeograpb y of the Yucatfui
.
Peninsula.

Peabody H!Y!• Nat. H1.§!., .l&J:l. 9: 42-43.

This excellent work reviews the pttblished record for Yucatan and

Quintana Roo where, Paynter states,

,

.

Here are the locations where spoonbills have occurred, including all
those observed by Paynter at various times between 1948 and 1952.

(1) Isla Cozumel, Quintana Roo -- Reported by Salvin (1889.

~ . 31:

359-379).
(2) Isla Holbox, Quintana Roo -- Sight record by Paynter.
(3) Isla Contoy, Quintana Roo -- Five nonbreeding birds obse~d by
.

I

Paynter in late December, who adds, ·"the thick mangroves
I

appear to be an ideal nesting site.n
(4) Cayo .Culebta, Quintana Roo -- Found _breeding by Griscom (1926_. ·

Am• Mus. Nov., 235), there being a

total· or 25 pairs.

Paynter also found spoonbills nesting here in April i949,
.

\

'

but only 10 birds .were .present. It is his o~in.ion that
the "main nesting season" is

early January•

It was April

1910,when Chapnan visited the former colony in

Laguna

'
Tami.ahua, Veracruz, and the birds were just completing

their nesting-.
(5) Boca de Palla, Quintana Roo -- Griscom (1926) f'ound 11 pairs
.

-

nesting here in late January and early February. Apparently
none were seen here by Paynter.
(6) Boca Iglesia, Quintana Roo -

Observed here by Bou.card .(1883.

(7) v1g(a-cMco, Quintana Roo · ~ - ~~ female collected by ~~ter, .

Paynter, Oct. 17, 1951 •.

The Handbook of North American Birds (1962. 1: 1-567, Yale
Univo Press), to which the writer was a contributor, makes these
brief, factual comments on .the distribution of spoonbills in Mexico
and the rela_.tionsbip to Texas coloniesi

"Unrecorded from Mexican

plateau and Guerrero and Qaxaca ••• Mexican fiocks move into
coastal Tex. and sw. La., usually late Feb.- early March, and ne~~
•

I

April - June at several locations to and including Lacassine Refuge ·
.

.

I

,

in Cameron Parish, La. . After nesting, some dispersal before d~partu.re

for Mexico" (p. 536). J:t should be noted that their absence from
Guerrero is incorrect (see quote from FAwards, 1955, above).
The total lack of reports of

any

s3:-zeable nesting groups in

Mexico (and throughout·
Central• America) indicates.• rather
strongly:.•
.
I
that the spoonbill bas virtually disappeared as a breeding bird.in
all of these countries where conservation, and especiaJly sanctuaries

and special wa~ens during the nesting season, are whol.J.s,' unlmown.
This means that, 'w ith the possible exception of' Cuba and Inagu.a,
the only significant breeding populations of' spoonbills .north of'
South America are in Texas, Louisiana, and Florida.

Panama
Two

occurrence locations are listed in the 194,2 report -- Rio

Juan ntaz and Gatwi Lake.

I can add Veraguas (Salvin and

190~ • . ~ - Centr. - · Aves., 3:190) • .
- : _:co~ete ic~ount of the birds ·.ot

Gedman,

We~re is now writing a
- . - .

~ .-:~ct tbis '~

·"-contain a.:ri .

.
'
records of this species on the isthmus.

Paraguay

The 1942 report mentions only the Chaco Boreal, which is a
general area of considerabl e size. The following occurrence locations
ar.e more specific:

(1) Rfo Pilcomayo, Presidente Hayes (Berlepsch, 1887.
!

35: 33; Kerr, 1892. -~ , 145).
(2) Villa Concepci6n (Concepci6nT)

(Kerr, 1901 • .IQ1§,, 233).

(3) One seen at intervals throughout September 1920 on a lagoon at

Kilometer 80 ranch west of Puerto Pinasco, Boquer6n.~ It
.

',

.,

was shy and flew away to other lakes whenever 'men appeared (Wetmore, 1926 • .y• ..§,. ~ . -HYA•, Imll• 133: 65-66).
(4) (Rio) Tebicuarl (Neembucu:' ?)

(Grant, 1911. l!?.ll,, 34~).

_(5) 200 kilometers (124 mi ) west of Pu.erto Casado, Boquer6n • . Two

specimens in Field Museum (Hellmayr and Conover, 1948.
Field

Only the

Ml!§..

a(o

Nat.

m.n.~

Zool. Ser., 13, Pt. I, No. 2: 273).

Ucayali is .mentioned in the 1942 report • .This

stream is one of the headwaters of the .Amazon, and several lmndreds
#

. of
.Ues·in
lepgth.
_ .The
following occui-rence
locations
.are·more
- .
; . .
. .
.
...,. ..
.:

J

.

,

'

specific. · ·:~e or thes~ ~~ ~Santa Cru~; ,~reto, .on the
I

•

..

,.,,,

•

•

-

:io·Hua·l .Jaga,
.

•

a minor tributary' of the Maranon which nows into the .Ucayali above
its confluence with the Amazon (Sclater and Sal'$, 1873. ~ . -.Zool.
Soc. London, 306). Two others are close to the Pacific in the extreme
northwest corner of Paraguay near the border of Ecuador -- between
Payta and co1'i, Piura (Lesson, 1828. Voy. Coquille, .zool., l (1):

267). and Santa Lucia, Tumbez (Taczanowski, 1877. ·Proc. Zool. Soc.
London, 746).
The A.

o•.u.

Handbook (1962, .I, 536) mentions two recent sight
!

records from Peru "west or the Andes."

No details.;

.South Carolina

1944. Bull, John L., .Eugene Eisenmann .and George Komorowski. Notes
.

"

'

from · South

Carolina. Auk·, 61: ·3: . 475.

While the occasional occurrence or spoonbills along the Atlantic
coast as tar north as South Carolina is noted in the 1942 report,
Summerhous~ Pond~ Bull's Island is a new location.

TM:s bird was

present on September 29 and again October 5-14, 1943. Other records
given in this note are mentioned in m:, report, but here John Bachman 1 s
remark to Audubon, of having seen only 3 spoonbills over a 20 year
period, is repeated.

Surinam
1955. Haverschmidt, - F. _. Lis_t or the Birds of Surinam.

Surinam and _~ .

Ant.1JJ~s

The 1942 report contained no information on the species in
Surinam.

Haverschmidt notes that spoonbills occur near the coast

from March to December and lists the following locations:

Nickerie,

Coronie, Coppername (specimen in Leyden Museum), Br~spunt,
Matapica.

Nesting has not been recorded. The local name, Lepelbek,

is added to our list of vernaculars.

Texas

Summaries of spoonbill numbers in. the Texas colonies will be
found farther along in this report. Also, ~ther . references are
given in the remarks under the separate heading Christmas Counts.
.

'

. The following items add-to the information contained in the 1942
I

report.

1943. Report of the Committee on Bird Protection. Auk, .60: 1:

155-156.
The completion of monographs on the Ivory-billed Woodpecker and
Roseate Spoonbill is mentioned, with the expressed hope that "these
two publications will lead to action to conserve and restore the
abundance of ~he species." Under "Special Species, the successful
nesting of Roseate Spoonbills in 1942 is reported, ·with more than 800
pairs .at the Second Chain-of-Islands in Texas·, and about 600 pairs

. a to

.

of some

2-'~0oor .

. .

cover and shorelines of Texas nesting islands from the hurricane ot
September 1, 1942 is mentioned, including the loss of some latehatched young and even adult spoonbills.

No comment on Florida Bay

colonies.

1946. Baker, John H. _The President Reports_To You._ Al!g. HK•,

48: 2: 118.
I

A report on the planting of nesting trees and ~shes ·a t Vingt 1un
by members of the Houston Outdoor Nature Cl~b.

In February 1945 --

1,000 salt cedar cuttings, 250 oleander cuttings and 36 small. hackberry trees.

In January 1946 -- 1,000 salt cedars, 1,250 oleander

cuttings and 60 hackberry trees. It is noted that the primary purpose
of these
plantings
is ·to provide additional . nesting cdyer
and help
.
.
l
resist erosion, which is a probl~ at this location. Al.so mentioned
is the fact that the Society has provided warden service for a period
of 15 years.

.

.

I will add that ·in the Spring 1931 issue of. the BnJ]etin

of the Ou.tdoor Nature Club of Houston, the story is told of the
discovery of the Virlgt 1un colony by an exploring party from the club.
The date was June 8, 1930. A month later, on a second visit, the
nests were deserted and dead spoonbills lay. in the bushes and on the
ground where they had been shot. Following this tragic evidence of
the need .for special protection, an Audubon Warden was employed and
one has been on guard there every year since.

1952. Allen, R.P. Bird Col~nies Along ·tpe Texas Coast.

54: 4: ' 2,54-259·;' 270:.272.

.

· e. reviews f'luctuatio

. _

and shifts in the .location of colonies on the Texas coast between

1939 and 1950, and discusses some of the causes. Roseate Spoonbills
breeding in Texas in 1939 numbered 844 (422 pairs) and dropped off
to 526 (263 pairs) in 1950 •. It was thought that there may have
been considerabl e loss during the war years (1942-46) ~s a result of
shooting by trigger-hap py pilots while

making

training f'lights.

The drop-off at the Second Chain colony during this period was
I

particularl y serious (see figures _later in this report). ·
. !

.

1955 -- One· spoonbill was present through the .entire summer on the
Hagerman National Wildlife Refuge,. Lake Texo~, Grayson
. .
County, T-exas ( C.A. Keefe~, personal commupication).

1958.--

Wpile flying over Matagorda Island with Bob .Tanner on

October 17, counting Whooping Cranes, I observed large
flocks of spoonbills, totaling at least 150 birds, over
lower

San

Antonio ~Yeast of the Second Chain-of-Is lands

near Panther Point. They were fiying low and moving south·
or southwest. R.P.A.

1959 -- Bayshore area, Harris County:
Oct. 7. -- 20 spoonbills.
Oct. 24 -- 1 spoonbill
(Linda Snyder, Iht, Spoonhi]J, 8: 7: 6).

C~ve

area,

Harris County:

Octobe r~- seen on 4 days, 2 to 31 spoonb ills,
the larges t number on .the 15th (Arlie McKay,
The -Spoon bill, 8: 7: 4).
Cove area, Harris County:
Oct. 25 -- 10 spoonb ills

(D. A. Dever, The Spoonh1Jl, 8: 7: 2).
1961. Audubon Leader 's Conservation Guide (C. H. C~so n, editor ),
2:

3 _(Feb. 1).

-Dredging Threat Ig_ Vingt.Lun SpoonbjU Rooke ry~ Averted -- The . /
VingtJ.un Islands .in Galveston ·Bay· are a National•Audubon Society
.

.

sanctua ry under lease from the state of Texas.
..

~:-

.

11
'

Vingt.Lun~ is French
.

,.

·f or twenty-one, and two centur ies ago there may have been that many
of the low island s, built by tide and curren t of silt and oyster
shells . Today there are only four or five, but the larges t and most
stable of the Vingt-un Islands is the site of on~ of the most
import ant Roseate Spoonb ill rooker ies on the coast of Texas. A
threat to the rookery developed last August when a shell-d redging
firm began operati ons in the bay and proposed to dredge to a depth of
25 feet as close to the island as possib le. The danger of undercutting by curren t and waves and destruc tion of the island quickly
became appare nt to Audubon Warden Joe Whitehead, who alerted Nation µ
.

.

headqu
arters. and. proceeded to hold conferences with off'iQi als of the
.
u. s. _Corps of Engineers and Texas Game and Fish ~ssio n~ . Shell

. dredging in Texas waters. is done under permit from the. Game. and Fish ..
Commission. The Texas Ornithological Society, several sport~en•s
associations and other conservation groups
Audubon Society in protesting the dredging· threat.

Agreement was.

reached with the shell diggers that no dre_dging would be done within 3,500
feet of Vingt-un Islands.

The agreement was respected, and it can now

be reported that the threat to the spoonbill rookery ~s averted.

Trinidad

The Birds 2f Trinidad .and Tobago, P• 41 •

1961. Herklots, G. A. C.
.,,.

London • . Collins •.

There is no information in the 1942 report on this area except a
doubtful occurrence record f'rom Caroni River, Trinidad

1
~

quotes Belcher and Smooke~ (1934-37.

This author

Birds ·oi the Coloey._ of Trinidad

and Tobago, Part I, Tinamidae - Accipitridae,

I!2ll, 13, ·4) as saying

that. spoonbills visit the Caroni Swamp regularly in parti'es of' 3 or
4 in the early months of the year, "and they believe_it would breed
if given the chance. n

Juli 12, 19.54; one
May 10, 19.58;
Tobago.

Herklots also reports 6 or 8 birds there on

in night above the edge of the Caroni Swamp

5 or more

in the swamp May 17, 19.58.

No reports from

Obviously a rather rare visitor, probably from a·colony or

colonies on the nearby coast of Venezuela.
the Caroni in .August 1960.

The writer saw none along

.Only Laguna

del Sauce is listed as an occurren ce location in the

·~-~-''•,-i..·~-,

1942 report. This is apparen tly in the Department of Rocha, w~ere
Wetmore (1926, l•£o) saw a few spoonbi lls in marshes near St. Vicente
on January 31, 1921.

They were in company with Wood Storks. He also

saw a sing~e spoonbi ll not fa~ from Lazcano, Rocha) o~ February 6.
Other observa tion localiti es have been as follows:

(1) ~partme nt of

alo Negro (Al.pin, 1894.

~ . 199).

(2) The Departments of Canelones, San Jos(. Florida, Maldonado,

Treinta y Tres, and Cerro Largo (Tremoleras, 1920.

\ .
\

I

'

1946. Barnes, Claud T. Rare Utah Birds. Auk, 6J: 2;. 2,58.
-

The presen~ note confirms the record of 5 Roseate Spoonbi lls
observed by Ba.mes at Wendover, Utah, July _2, 1919, and mentioned
in our report (pp. 8,

46, 48). In 1946 the skin of one of these, in

Barnes• private collecti on,was presente d to the Univers ity of Utah.

Venezuela

Friedman n, H.,

Smith, Jr.

the .O rnithology of Nortp.eas tem Venezuela. ·
100: . 32681 ~36.

A number of Venezuela occurrenc e locations were listed in the

1942 report, and one breeding site, Laguna Tacarigua in Miranda
Province on the north coast, the current status of which is not known.
The ·present informati on ad~s that the species is common at savanna
ponds well inland near Caicara, Monagas, generally .in small groups
of 4-5, but often only one bird, ~d a maximum of 30. .T his was in
!

July-August 1944.

Usually present from May through_' August.

The local

nanie Cuchar6n ( 11 large spoon") is new . to our list of -ve;nacul ars, as
is another Venezuelan name, Garza Paleta, given by Phelps and Phelps,

195a. · .Lista de las Aves de ·venezuela

£Qll fill

Distribuc ion (Tomo II",

Parte 1, PP• ·.46-47) •

1957.

.Voous, K. H.

.Studies

Q!l

The Birds of Aruba, Curacao, and-Bonaire •

the Fauna of Curayao mig other Caribbean Islands,

No. 29: 75-76.

The Hague, Martinus Nijhoff.

The following reference s to this species as an "uncommon breeding
bird from the lagoons and mangroves along the north coast of Venezuela,"
including the Paraguara Peninsula , add ~o our informati on for this
region,
Gines and Aveledo, 1947. _,Mem. Soc. Cienc. Nat. la S:IJ Je,

Caracas, 6 (17), P• 297.
Martin, 1949. .Ibidem 9 {24l·~ I?• l.94.

Barnes

and -Phelps-, .Sr._,- i94{)~. : .pf it (no -~~

Sc~uen see I s .Birds of the Republic o~ __
co___........---

- West Indies and Caribbean

1953. Westermann, J. H. Nature Preserv ation

in the Caribbean.

Publ. Found. Scio Res • .Surinam and Neth. Antille s

9: -35-36, 6~. 64, 65, 70, 85.
This is an extrem ely import ant and .useful review of the . status

or ,

I

the spoonb ill in the Caribbean area, with a summary of -protec tive
legisla tion and its effecti veness or lack of it in countr ies where
this species is known to occur • .Well .documented.

II,

.Life Historv Notes

Inform ation on variou s phases of the spoonb ill's life .histor y
have also been placed on record since the publica tion of Research
Report No. 2. The followi ng items presen t additio nal data under a
number of headin gs.

Anatom,y

There ·are no referen ces to the weight , endopa risites and certain .
other anatomical feature s of the spoonb ill in the 1942 report, .so
the followi ng. ~ta, .suppli ed b,- David O.
f'ledged additio n to .our knowledge.
#"

-

•

•

mu, · comprises a ·:run-

Bill wrote (

_

I

an adult female Roseate .Spoonbill was foun~ badly wounded at the
Second Chain colony in Texas, where he was acting . as warden. The
.

.

date was June

5, 1960. This bird came ashore on Island No.~ C?f

the group still able tony despite the loss of an eye ·and various
other wounds from a load of No. 6 shot. It was lmmanely disposed
of and dissected, with the following results:
Weight -- 1,294.8 grams. (Note by R. P.A.) -- This is approximately
.

.

.

2.8 lbs and may be compared with the weight "to 3½ ·lbs~ given in
•

.

I

•

the Handbook of North American Birds, 1962 ( l: 534) •; Perhaps it
is more or less average for a female, but data is lacking. On p.535
of this same publication a weight of 1,169 grams (2.5 lbs) is given
for an immature male (D.R. Pau1son).
~ - - 332 mm (measured through chord).

(Note by R. ,p.·· 1.) -- The
\

I

•

•

equivalent here ·1s about 13 inches.~- Coue~• (l§y, - ll: 868) gives the
wing

measurement for Ajaia !lj~~ as 15 to 16 ·in~he~ (381-4<>6 mm),

so this female is on the small side. Wetmore gives~the measu.renients

.

or two spoonbills collected near Lavelle, Buenos Aires_, Argentina,
and says that these birds "appear to be somewhat ia-rger than birds
from the southern United States." The wing of the male was 370 mm
(14.57 inches) and of the female 360

~

(14.17 inches). This is a

species that requires a long time to mature (33-36 months), and there
may be

a size variance between different age groups of adult birds,

older birds being slightly larger. But this is not established.
Qepad-:- Ovary

saved in 70'/, alcohol. OVule~ varied in size, .largest

15 x 11 mm. ~ and oviduct regressed, bird already ha.ViJ'.lg- laid

With no ~croscope available only I:arger :items .were det~cte~~
Unidentifie d nematodes (6-~) of small size (3-8 mm)~ small intestine.

Many

large cestodes (unidentifie d) in region of liver and

forward digestive tract.

These were loose ·in body cavity, so

exact organ being utilized is unknown.
Stomach -- Full of partially digested fish (preserved) .

Some fish

still in esophagus, indicating bird had just been feeding. ,
I

Specimen -- Skeletonize d and sent to Dr. Loye Miller, for preservation in the Department of Zoology, University of California at
Los Angeles.

As an additional note, Wetmore describes the distensible air
sac in the gu1ar sac, ''apparently .maintained partly irtfiatedn and
....
'

"connected with extensive passages of the cervical air ,sac along .
the sides of the neck.

This gu1ar sac formed a large oyal chamber

lying beneath the tongue, constricted behind to a small orifice
'
.

leading into the cervical series of air cells mentioned above.
When fully infiated_it forced the thin skin forming the fioor of

the mouth in front of the small tongue upward until the bladderllke
distenti~n was raised against the partly elevated or opened upper
mandible so that it gave a most curious appearance. This developnent
was p_resent in both sexes" (1926. Y,. §.. Nat. Mus.,. DAll• 133: 66).

Breeding

Cycle

Handbook of

No.rth -Anier:ic~ Birds .-_(ed.

by lW.ph St Palmer) ;· -

538-540) there is a concise. swmnary b.y

Under Reproduction (pp.

..

the writer with changes and ·additions by the editor and others, and
egg data contributed by Dr. F.

w.

Preston. Also a full page of

breeding behavior ·sketches by R. M. Mengel, based on

my

field

sketches of 1940-41.
Other new but rather bard-to-follow material in this publication
will be found under Description, in which the plumage data follows
the terminology proposed by Humphrey and Parkes (1959.

Auk, 76:

l -~ l~ 31) • Incidently, there is an interesting description of soft
part colors in Wetmore,· 1926 (!•£.•), the color standard being that
of Ridgway.

o. u.

In the A.

Handbook the Villalobos system is used.

It is doubtless an improvement, but few as yet have access to the

-

.

complete Villalobos charts. Wetmore describes the bare skin of the. ·
\
'

.

head of an adult in breeding condition as "pale turtle green", here
"

.,

•

J

it is simply "pale green to golden bu.ff", which is more satisfactory.
Wetmore•s "old rose" for the legs is "magenta ruby" here, which is
probably more precise, but meaningless without the Villalobos charts.
The remarks under Habitat add some information not found in the
1942 report.

Under ntstribution the comments on Florida Bay nesting sites
(contributed by Robertson and Paulson) are confusing.
The description of migratory movements varies little from that
given in our 1942 report. The report _on banded birds is new:
"Through 1957, total of 70 banded, with 4 recoveries and returns.
Main place of banding, Tex."

No details.

seate Spoonbills. Ra

·

Coast. Nat. Geog.~••. 121: 2: 274-288.
In addition to the excellent kodachromes by Frederick K. ··Truslow~.

.

this article features a distribution and migration ·map showing the
location of all U.

s.

colonies then active. Also several items in

the text that add to the life history of the species, notably the
"weaning flights" .of adults and young, not observed during our
earlier research work.

Outstanding among the photographs are those

of an adult spoonbill feeding small nestlings.

Fossil Record

1951. Woolfenden, Glen E. A Pleistocene Avifauna from Rock Sp~,
Florida. Wilson~., 71: 2: 184, -185.
The record from the late Pleistocene of the _Roseate _Spoonbill in
the tarpits of Rancho La Brea, Los Angeles, California, was not
mentioned in the 1942 report (Wetmore, 1940. Smithson. Miscel • .Q,Qll.,

99: 4; Wetmore, 1956. A Check-List of ~he Fo-ssil and Prehistoric ·
Birds of North America and the West Indies.

Smjthson. Miscel • .Q,Qll.,

131: 5: 23). The present paper records the finding of the distal
portion of a right tarsometa~rsus ot Ajaia ,ej~!, in the Pleistocene
beds at Rock Spring, some 6 miles north of Apopka, Orange County,
Florida. The only previously known fossil of this species was the
California record cited .above~

1952. Williams, Geroge C..

Birds on the Gulf of Mexico. Auk,

4: 430.
This note points out that the Roseate Spoonbill recorded by
Bullis and Lincoln (1952.

Auk, 69: 34-39) from the M/V Oregon,

60 miles off the Louisiana coast on the night of April 6-7, 1951,
is a species that is n1argely, or perhaps exclusively" a coastwise
migrant.

The suggestion is made that this and other larger ·b irds

seen from th~ Oregon were forced offshore by a line of heavy squalls,
and would not ordinarily be trans-Gulf migrants. Although I have
personally observed egrets and herons more than _lOO miles -off the
Florida coast moving along deliberately in calm weather, apparently
on a trans-Gulf course, in this _instan~e .~ am inclin4' to ·agree with
WiUiams.

\

·

\

PJmnages

1962. Fox, Denis L.

Carotenoids of the Roseate Spoonbill. Comp.

Biochem. Physiol., 6: 305-310.
Much has been learned in recent years on the subject of feather
carotenoids and their relation to plumage colors, pigmentation and
diet • . This pa.pe~ reports that when fed a diet rich in carotenoids,
adult Roseate Spoonbills store in their feathers the two keto- ,
carotenoids, canthaxanthin and astaxantbin. · both firmly anchored to
keratin. A sim1Jar
condition was found in
the Scarlet Ibis
-and- in
.
:
.
.
~

. A j ~ storage of astaxanthin in .

leg skin resembles a similar situation in the West Indian and Chilean
fiamingos, bu.t the presence .o f astaxathin in 1 ts blood plasma, ·
moreover as the predominant c.a rotenoid therein, seems to be unique

among birds.

·'!'ABIE A:

1940

Breetinc Pairs · in Texae -

Colony

l.· Vinct'un

and

1959.

Breetinc Pairs 1940

· Breetinc Pairs -1959

75

600

2. North Deer

0

110

.3. Smith Ranch

0

30

50

0

50

0

0

25

30

0

125

65

9. Mission Bay

0

65

10. White Point

0

40

0

60

.330

995

4.

Colorado River

5. Green Harsh
6. Guaaalupe River

7. ~es Bay
8. Seconi Chain
..

n. Hoc

Islmi

Totals

Season
1935-36 -

Breei inl
Pairs

Aaults
Yo'1ric Yc~-per- No·.
Presen t Fleice i
pr.
.Sites

15

1936-37

1 - ttii,scoveey•~ . ot·~c;>~tlepoiht
colony ~First wan.en hired..

5

1937-38 -

16

1938-39

16

19.39-40 -

15

85*

1949:-41 -

15

AA% -

1 -

1~9
- o._2 -

30
9

1

.. :' resear ch

st,-y

ltep.li s.

2 - 3·,nest s 1otti9 01nt; 12
. Manatee · (preu tien) ,
. losses · fraa hiih

idnis ·-ana

~?:5 - 0.34 1 ~ cola rain (eus aestroY841)
_19__41
___::42
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ no ·r~lial tle counts -·•ur:lric ..
Worla War II; aurfiii perio i
1942-43
9, J~C~Wataon; u.s~ -·
- - - ' - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1948-4
F~
-&
Wilil.
Serv~·J · estim
ate.
_19__4...,3_-Aft
.
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __
av. 100 · ltreeif iic·:.;rs~
up to 10.col oni'es.

1944-45

&

19¥J-47

1947-48
1948-49
19!f9-50
1950-51 -

64

128

163

1951-52 -

81

162

176

1952-53 -

60

120

91

. 1953-54 -

101

202

1954-55 -

174

-

- ,

197

-

2.5 -

7-

2.1 -

9

1.5
1.96 -

5

Porjoe coloriJ' ltroken

4 - unknown phot

2.-1 - · s -

o.·ss.-

see list of coloni es Taltle C.

nest ·losses 12•.8% overa ll

Ccrouna

cnec1c>

arolliht coliiit ions; eus
.6 - ~deser tea ana raccoon preiat ion

6
2. - -

76 · -

152 -

150 -

2.0

-

fiocks
4 - . Donna: or -.

4 -

' nuJiilters.
cover 1ty- Donna?); to

po~siltly ~~ompl~~e __

600

2.0

-12 -

,....I, ·

I

I

co

1. Bic Barnes -

1962-63.

2o Bottlepoint
-- " ~ . ye~s"
prior to 1935; 1935-52; 1957-58.
. .
.
. .
.
..
3. Buchanan (East) -

1958-6_3 .

4. Butternut (East) - 1951-5.3.

5. Cotton - 1940 1 s; intennitt,e ntl.y throu:h 1962-6.3.

6. Cowpens
- 1950-63; possi~'.cy a few pairs in earlier years.
.
. '
~'

~

7. Crane (North) - 1959(?) - 1963.

8. low - 1955-58.
9.

Manatee -

19;39-40 - 1948(?); 1962-63(?).
1940 1s; 1950-61.

10. Nest (N~rth) ll. Porj0e -

1940 1s(?); 195o-6.3.

12. Russell Ill - 19~9.
13. Russell 14 - 196~.3.

14.

~~e --

1950-57; 1959-60; 196a,-6.3.

15. Tem (Miti4lle) 16. Tern (Bic) -

1950-52.

1960-61(?); 1962-63.

17. West - 1948-49.
18.- Shell - . 1940 1s; 1962-63(?).
.
.
.
.,

19. Miele Rookery -

1962-63(?).

ltreed.1111

adults

colony

pairs
l. Cowpens

150

85

:younc· (6%)

49

~us, 14 ~~ad zounc (30%)

50

cneckea from

North Crane -

90

4.

stake

70

51

East Buchanan-

6.

Porjoe

50
30

7.

Cottonff

30

35
25
15
15

8

4

8

4

2

4

10. Miele Rookery-

4

?

?

11. Shell

?

12~ Manatee

?

/f4

..,.,.
-

45

3.

~~ Russell_

t

100

tic Tern

-

· ._.

croum·· count;

cround.

:

.. . · ·.-· ·-

total 7 ·unhatchea

air

count ·att
1:1~~ -'9~siltle

30
30

✓

possiltly- nest1nc·~amoiJ.c Wooi
storks· west or·Taylor· R; . possiltle nestinc croup on
s.w~sice -- · ·· ;·· · · -possiltle· nestinc .~eup- on
w ~-

...

south

6o6
*Base.. on estimateci averace of 2.0 younc per pair.

8Privatel.y owned.

no crourui count; late· pairs ·
still incultatint in 'April · ·
no crouni. count;" 80 plus younc ·
countetl from ltoat
·
.
cround -count; total 5 aeacl ·

75
50

21

100

remarks

younc

tleiced*

siie of lar4er key -

season

adults
Y'Olllll
present · fledged.

ltreedi.111

pairs

1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56

6

8

10

20

25

8

16

28

56

54

39

78 .
140

66

70

'!19

-

2.5

ll

142

_18l, .. chick _los~t3.3 YI•);
unknown

!

...

82

120

65

- 197
130

- -162

70

-

140

- 175

1961-62

50

-

100

-

100

2.0

1962-63

75

- 150

-

150

. 2.0

1960-61

1tep.ns · · · .,_ ·· ·

. 2 •.5.

40

-

1n:1tay this seasen
ltuili.;.up at this site

-

92

.

two :years

drop-off in all 5 colonies ·

180

-

lar:er colonies elsewhere in
•ay (stake; etc.); total of
7 an« 9 colonies these

.2.7

-

~957-58
1958-59
1959-60

remarks

pair

90

1956-57

•

3

yc.-per-

-

200

!.

iltions;

sane colonies

«eserteo.-· . · -· · ·· ·
, · coniltion s con~inue
1-

2.5

;hotoaaphers · ··

ver;-·a.ry; poor feetinc con-

throu.;hout area
coniltion s sanewhat
,improved.

poor

1ooa. ·nestifi& ·•espite· •ama&e

t,o cov~r·•y. hurricane of

s·ept.9~10·-cunonnan) .
Drop~ff apparently result
of e.amaceci cover (?)· · · ·

ltetter· utilizatio n~~ cover
at ends of nestinc key

